Prosper Independent School District

District Name: Prosper, TX

Challenges
- Limited to TEKs aligned content
- 2 ITS’s per many campuses

How it started
The District needed a quick and efficient way to share lessons without having to share individually which resulted in missing lessons here and there. They found that adding lessons to the District Library was an easy and efficient way to share.

Today...
ITS’s who serve multiple campuses will add lessons to the district library for teachers across sites to use. Teachers tend to leverage the library to share with others as well.

Frequency of use
All the time!

Benefits
- Provides a central location for vetted and standards aligned material
- Saves time
- Gives admins visibility into what their teachers are using
- Fosters collaboration
- Eliminates the need to reinvent the wheel

TESTIMONIAL

Everything is in one place. We are not Common Core, so finding specific aligned lessons can be difficult. Within the District Library, our teachers know it’s been created by a teacher within the district or already altered to match objectives.

- Miranda Hansen and Michelle Phillips